
A program designed to develop tech startups from Now.



Welcome! 
Wominjeka!

We would like to acknowledge the elders, families 
and forebears of the Boonwurrung and Wurundjeri 
of the Kulin Nation who are the traditional 
custodians of the land in which we operate.

To be in the position to start and operate a 
business is a rare and special privilege. 

As life-long learners we embrace sharing of 
wisdom, courage and connection. It is in this 
context that we acknowledge the importance of 
traditional wisdom in the preservation of Aboriginal 
and Torres Straight Islander culture. 



Empowering forward thinkers

To take action on their dreams!

Start, Now was created by founders for founders. The team behind Now 
have seen it all. From complete destruction of industries, bootstrapping 
small businesses to growing digital communities globally. After careful 
design and development, Start, Now is positioned to reflect the actual 
needs of the ‘real-world’ rather than the dusty theories that lay dormant 
in text books. 

Basically, Start, Now is: 

- A no nonsense, engaging modular pre-accelerator;
- Designed to accelerate the process of validating a business or idea; 
- Develops and scales the business or idea into a sustainable model. 

We believe that embedding a strong entrepreneurial mindset into as 
many people as possible will not only improve the chances of success 
but also increase the chances of an individual finding purpose within 
their career. 

Start, Now is powered by Launch Vic.

WHAT WE DO



EMPOWERING PEOPLE WITH 
THE TOOLS OF THE FUTURE.

TRIED & TESTED CONTENT DELIVERED AS

The entrepreneurial spirit is alive and well in Australia, with one in six Australians 
expressing a desire to start their own business. And startup entrepreneurship represents 
a special opportunity for value creation. Defined by technology-driven innovation and a 
high-growth perspective, startups have the potential to create jobs and value unlike 
other businesses.

Over the last 3 years Now up has supported 283 independent Australians make the leap 
in taking their business idea from zero to hero. From corporate refugees to mumpreneurs 
and serial founders, the program has allowed people to pursue their dreams and 
transform their careers. And now it’s time for the next step. 

A network of pre-accelerators focused on uncovering the next generation of startup 
founders. And we are not just looking in the familiar places. With your support we will 
identify, support and connect the talent in your community, connect them to each other, 
the broader startup ecosystem and support for the next step. 

If you like the sound of that, then let’s get into what Now is all about. 

- Pre-accelerator 
- Professional Development for Intrapreneurs
- Accredited Tertiary Level Curriculum



Over the last three years we have delivered, 
adapted and refined our approach. We are pretty 
pumped at the impact we have had both through 
our public programming and with our corporate 
partners.

 IN NUMBERS

ALUMNI AND GROWING
FROM OUR WORKSHOPS 

AND PROGRAMS.

1367+

ESTIMATED ECONOMIC GROWTH
ACROSS VICTORIA.

10.5M

34
THE AVERAGE AGE 
OF OUR LEARNERS



IDEAS
MINDSET
ACTION

Anyone can have an idea. Sometimes 
they are great, often they are half 
baked and most of the time outright 
bonkers. We encourage wild ideas 
but with a caveat….ideas need to 
have meaning, they need to have 
purpose, they need to be solving a 
problem, but most importantly the 
creator of the idea needs to be 
prepared to let it go.

Let an idea go you say? What? Well 
we need to adopt a growth mindset 
and a growth mindset helps us see 
failed ideas as an opportunity to 
learn, to get feedback and truly 
listen and then guess what – move 
on. Yep this is all about resilience, 
curiosity, empathy and embracing 
failure. And getting up and giving it 
another crack.

There is a reason this word is the hero on 
the page. Action is the core of Now. We 
want to get people from idea to action as 
quickly as possible. Ideas are only good if 
we do something with them. And to do 
something with them we need to have a 
growth mindset and take action and take it 
quickly and in the smallest possible way to 
test the idea with a customer. Then build 
on it. Action builds confidence. It builds 
strength and it builds amazing businesses, 
teams and innovation.

BUILT ON A 
FOUNDATION OF 
THREE SIMPLE STEPS



We’re here to ensure everything to do with the 
program is considered and thought out. Building 
an idea or business isn't just about attending a few 
workshops... Its everything else that creates the 
right conditions to learn and grow.

We help with everything you need to select, induct 
and prepare your learners. 

A simple 3 chapter program with 12 modules. Self 
paced online content, with the option for live 
videos and masterclasses 

All learners leave with the fundamental skills 
needed to take action on any idea. And many leave 
with income earning businesses. But the most 
important thing is the ability to think like a startup 
but act like a business. 

HOW IT RUNS

PRE

PROGRAM

All good things need more than one person, that’s 
why we encourage a network to be built around 
each cohort. We can run meet-ups or leave it to 

NETWORK & PEERS

OUTCOMES



No tricky platforms or digging 
through files. Start, now is fully 
online so you can access it from 
anywhere, at anytime.

EASY TO USE.

Login to your profile to keep track 
of what you’re up to. Lifetime 
access to all the resources and 
lessons is included.

From here, each learner is invited to 
the slack channel to chat with peers 
at the same stage as them, as well 
as access the national chat channel 
to network, collaborate and find 
work.

LOGIN AND CONNECT

All chapters are based online and 
have a mixture of live video, 
prerecorded sessions and audio.

After consuming the content, 
learners will have a clear action for 
them to do before beginning the 
next chapter.

 Each chapter is made up of 8 short 
modules that take 40 minutes each 
to complete.

ONLINE CHAPTERS

With a mixture of live videos using 
Zoom, and pre recorded content, all 
learners will have content that is up 
to date, and relevant for the global 
community.

LIVE VIDEO

Branding.

Branding
Module

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetuer adipiscing elit, sed diam 
nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 
laoreet dolore magna aliquam erat 
volutpat. Ut wisi enim ad minim 
veniam, quis nostrud exerci tation 
ullamcorper suscipit lobortis nisl ut 
aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis 



The core mission of Start, Now is to accelerate 
learners through the process of finding a business 
idea developing it and scaling the idea into 
sustainable model. 

We have developed a modular program that 
follows three chapters in a mix of online, face to 
face events, access to mentors and most 
importantly and self-paced (real world) action. 

The first chapter aligns purpose with the pathway needed to achieve 
action on the goals set by each learner. A core element of Chapter 
one is embedding a strong entrepreneurial mindset as the 
foundation of the program.

- HEY! Welcome to  Start, now
- Why? Let’s find purpose.
- The Mindset
- Think Like A Startup, Act Like a Business
- Desirability, Viability, Feasibility.
- Take Action
- Tool // The Funnel
- The Funnel in Action

- Opening Event
- Peer meet-ups
- Masterclass

THE PROGRAM

CHAPTER 1 : FUNDAMENTALS 

ONLINE MODULES OFFLINE

So, you’ve found a problem to fix? And it aligns with your purpose? 
Awesome! Now its time to work on the right solution to fix this 
problem. Welcome to Chapter 2.

CHAPTER 2 : 
99 PROBLEMS, BUT PURPOSE AIN’T ONE

CHAPTER 3 : 
STOP, IT’S GROWTH TIME.
Now your customers are demanding your product, it’s time to 
market to a wider audience, all while making sure it adds up 
financially... Say hello the chapter 3 - growth time.

- Say Hello to Problems
- What’s the Problem?
- What’s the Solution?
- Testing it Out
- Pretotyping
- Prototyping
- The Real MVP

- Opening Event
- Peer meet-ups
- Masterclass

ONLINE MODULES OFFLINE

- G’day, It’s Time to Build
- CX
- Branding
- How Much?
- Marketing
- Socials
- Selling
- Pitching & Talking Biz

- Opening Event
- Peer meet-ups
- Masterclass

ONLINE MODULES OFFLINE



SO, WHATS INCLUDED?

PRE.

Contracts and paperwork All chapters are online

Video Content

Live Webinars (optional)

Download-able resources and 
worksheets

Optional In person 
masterclasses on core topics

Cohort based network.

Access to our national 
ecosystem of self starters

Login and user-names

Checklists for venues & cohorts

90 Minute kick off event with 
Now Lead Guides.

Planning, Invites, Copy

Mentoring for all in the cohort.

PROGRAM.

EVENT.

MENTORS.

NETWORK.



EXAMPLE TIMELINE
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LIFETIME ACCESS TO 
Now COMMUNITY



YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY



FROM FOUNDERS, FOR
FUTURE FOUNDERS.

Gus Balbontin
Disruptor, Investor, Advisor

Leader, Collaborator, Problem Solver

Serial Entrepreneur - Designer.

Entrepreneurship & Organisational Psychology

Hannah Gee

Jordan Gian

Thomas Anbeek

Gus is former CTO of Lonely Planet.  
After navigating the global giant 
through one of modern history's 
biggest changes, the dot-com boom, 
Gus shares his learnings and insights 
with over 100k people per year 
through keynotes globally. When not 
on a plane (of which he off sets his 
carbon footprint) Gus is hands on with 
our partners on innovation strategy 
and facilitation through Roshambo 
Studios. He invests, guides and 
mentors many businesses into the 
future. His hair has its own persona.

Hannah was previously Director of The 
School of Life Australia a Global 
Organisation dedicated to building 
Emotional Intelligence and prior to that 
Director at Inspire Group where she lead 
the Sales and Marketing function and 
helped launched the company into 
Australia. From leading teams through 
significant growth to working with over 50 
companies at to implement a world first 
Emotional Skills learning suite Hannah has 
all things purpose and sustainability 
covered. Hannah facilitates and designs 
epic solutions for our partners and ensures 
our work always connects to purpose. She 
brings a lens of empathy and design 
thinking. But don’t let all that fool you - 
she's got a mean right hook if your are 
looking for a boxing partner.

From socials to brick and mortar, Jordan uses his 
foundation of design to start and grow businesses. 
Jordan started his journey by opening a chain of 
SME’s including co-working spaces, small bars, 
and retail spaces by leveraging social media tools 
before turning his attention to helping others do 
the same through the studio. Jordan delivers his 
insights through simple and easy to understand 
stories both in person and through the the 
podcast “Create & Destroy, with Jordan Gian”. 
Jordan has 47 tattoos.

If you are looking for insights into the 
strategies and tools that our global disruptors 
use to scale their startups. Thomas is your guy. 
From growing Start Up Victoria into the worlds 
largest start up community to being a driving 
force behind Above All Human Thomas shares 
insights behind the psychology of 
entrepreneurship. Thomas combines all this 
knowledge and hands on expertise into jargon 
free, engaging curriculum and tools. Plus, he 
has a pretty wild mustache.



Start, Now. is designed and delivered by Roshambo Studios.

Roshambo (Roh-Sham-Boh)  is a studio that helps 
organisations create their future through high performance, 
creativity and innovation.

Location :
78 Oxford Street Collingwood, 
Victoria, Australia. 3066.

ABN : 54 620 217 807

nowdoit.com.au

hello@roshambo.co
roshambo.co

Direct Contacts :

Jordan Gian : 
+61 416 466 681
jordan@roshmabo.co

Hannah Gee :
+61 437 868 681
hannah@roshambo.co

Thomas Anbeek :
+61 435 351 815
thomas@roshambo.co

Gus Balbontin :
+61 403 100 252
gus@roshambo.co



- HEY! Welcome to Start, Now.
- Why? Let’s find purpose.
- The Mindset
- Think Like A Startup, Act Like a Business
- Desirability, Viability, Feasibility.
- Take Action
- Tool // The Funnel
- The Funnel in Action

- Opening Event
- Peer meet-ups
- Masterclass

CHAPTER 1 : 
FUNDAMENTALS 
ONLINE MODULES

OFFLINE

CHAPTER 2 : 
99 PROBLEMS, 
BUT PURPOSE AIN’T ONE

- Say Hello to Problems
- What’s the Problem?
- What’s the Solution?
- Testing it Out
- Pretotyping
- Prototyping
- The Real MVP

- Peer meet-ups
- Masterclass

ONLINE MODULES

OFFLINE

CHAPTER 3 : 
STOP, IT’S GROWTH TIME.

- G’day, It’s Time to Build
- CX
- Branding
- How Much?
- Marketing
- Socials
- Selling
- Pitching & Talking Biz

- Peer meet-ups

ONLINE MODULES

OFFLINE


